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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

SOG’s Trident Elite is the Go-To for Emergency Folders 
Newest Generation of the Popular Trident Series Incorporates User Feedback 

Lynnwood, WA. - SOG® Specialty Knives and Tools, has released the Trident Elite series of 
knives, a second generation of the popular Trident series, deriving its name from the three 
pronged spear used by fishermen back in the day, and more recently with some of the most 
elite operators who stand in harms way. These knives are just as elite as their carriers, 
performing as both utility and rescue blades; providing a tough-as-nails knife that you can 
depend on. 
 
Designed to tackle any emergency situation, the Trident Elite is ready to go at a moment’s notice 
with its assisted opening mechanism, groove cutter and glass breaker.   
 
The Trident Elite features SOG’s patented Assisted Technology (S.A.T.) that opens the blade with 
authority once you start the opening action and dual thumb studs on the blade to allow for easy 
ambidextrous opening.  
 
The knife is built around a 3.7-inch straight edge AUS-8 stainless steel blade that is housed in a 
glass-reinforced nylon handle with textured rubber inserts.  The built-in groove in the handle 
ensures you can easily and safely cut through thin rope, belts or webbing without having to 
open the blade.  At the front of the handle lives a built-in carbide glass breaker. All these 
features make you prepared for any situation. 
 
“SOG provides knives, tools and lighting solutions, tailored to our customers’ needs,” said Vice 
President of Sales and Marketing, Nando Zucchi.  “We take pride in delivering top-quality 
products while meeting the needs of individuals who continue to put themselves in harm’s way 
to protect our freedoms." 
 
The Trident Elite has an overall length of 8.7-inches, weighs 4.4-ounces, and is available in both 
satin polished and black TiNi blade finishes. 
 
 
About SOG 
Taking its name from an elite Special Forces military group from the Vietnam era – the Studies and Observation Group 
– SOG was founded in 1986 by designer and toolmaker Spencer Frazer. SOG has gone on to produce the favorite 
models of specialty knives and tools used by the military, law enforcement, industrial tradesmen and outdoor 
enthusiasts worldwide. SOG’s diverse range of award-winning knives and tools are sold worldwide. For more 
information, visit www.sogknives.com. 
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